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01: BEAVERS FAMILY [BIEBERS]
- Beavers Log - newsletter - vols. 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9
- Charts
- Docket copies
  - Docket #27
  - Docket #33 - Mon. Reading Docket
- Index Lists
- Correspondence from Harold A. Sonn to Oliver Drake
- Location list re "History of Col. Jos. Beavers 1728-1816" - places available to the public
- Supplement to "History of Col. Jos. Beavers et al" - 1948

02: SUTTON CORRESPONDENCE
- Chart
- Forefathers of Sutton Family
- Correspondence from Isaac C. Sutton to Oliver Drake
- Misc.

03: BERGEN CO. NJ CEMETERIES
- Ackerman Farm - Allendale
- Ackerman Yard - Waldwick Borough
- Demarest Farm - Oakland
- Hooper Burying Ground - Fair Lawn
- Hooper Farm - Darlington
- Old Burial Ground - Passaic, NJ
- Pulis Yard - Ho Ho Kus Twp.
- Thompson Yard - Upper Saddle River
- Van Blarcum Farm - Oakland
- Van Buskirk Yard - Saddle River (5 Pages)
- Van Houten Farm - Oakland
- Probably Waldwick - off Erie R. R.

04: CODDINGTON CORRESPONDENCE
- Asbury, Francis - photo of statue at Drew University
- Clark-Coddington-Gilman Bible Records from GMNJ Vol. 21 - with notes added by Oliver Drake
- Correspondence from John I. Coddington to Oliver Drake
- Copies of correspondence from Oliver Drake to J. I. Coddington
- Dunn, Phineas - notes
- Fitz Randolph - amendments to article re Richard Carman of Woodbridge, NJ
- FitzRandolph, Samuel - notes
- Folson, Israel - notes
- Gilman - card on Phoebe Gilman
- Hull, Benjamin - notes
- Hull, Joseph to Hull, Sarah
- Piscataway Town Books - Abstracts
- Local History & Genealogical Collections of Joint Free Public Library of Morristown
- Morris Co. - pamphlet
- Manning, Nathaniel - notes
- O'Driscoll
  - Problem of Identity/Parentage/Birthplace of Elizabeth (Taylor)
  - O'Driscoll
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04: CONT'
- Outline sheets of Oliver Drake
- Piatt-Martín Family - correspondence from Milton Rubincam
- Taylors of Delaware
- correspondence from Laura M. Suydenham to John Coddington

05: COFFEY CORRESPONDENCE
- correspondence from Marion Coffey to Oliver Drake
- correspondence from Oliver Drake to M. Coffey
- Michael Shoemaker Book -1924
- correspondence from T. E. Smith, Jr. 1965

06: EBENEZER DRAKE - SCHOOLEY'S MTNS.
- Charts/lineage (2)
- Chronology of Ebenezer Drake
- correspondence
- Deed
- Family Record from Bible of Reuben Drake
- Genealogical questionaires

07: FONDA FAMILY
- Fonda of Hudson & Mohawk Valley
- Fonda Family from Early American Families
- correspondence from Ruth Irvine to Oliver Drake

08: DRAKES OF NEW YORK & CONNECTICUT
- Correspondence - Mrs. Marion A. Coffey
- correspondence from Marion A. Coffey to Oliver Drake
- correspondence to Mrs. Coffey from :
  a. Rev. A. D. Glenn
  b. Mrs. James Aaron
  c. Esther Martin
  d. R. G. Calkin
  e. Laura Harrell
- Drake Cemetery Records - NY, PA, CT
- Drake Census Records - NY, CT
- Drake Wills - NY, CT
- Simsbury, CT vital records re Drakes
- Drakes of Hartford, Windsor, Fairfield, CT by Welles (1898)
- Fairfield, CT - records
- Pedigree chart of Mrs. J. W. Aday, Sr. of Colorado
- Drake line of R. B. Calkin
- Misc. papers

09: KINGSLAND FAMILY
- Isaac Kingsland & Descendants - Chart
- Some surnames noted: Board, Durland, Heard, Hudson, Low, Moore, Sanford, Sutton, Tooker, Van Duzer, Wilkinson

010: FITZRANDOLPH, HOWARD STELLE
- Correspondence of - re: Fitz Randolph & Dunn
- Correspondence from Howard S. FitzRandolph to Oliver Drake
- Obituary for Howard S. FitzRandolph
- copies of correspondence from Oliver Drake to H.S.F.
- correspondence from Mrs. Christians to Oliver Drake
- Howard S. FitzRandolph's notebook
011: WRIGHT CORRESPONDENCE
- Correspondence from Helen Wright to Oliver Drake
- Notes on Daniel Lowrance, Sr.
- Mrs. Wright's chart
- Notes on Johnnie Laurentz
- Correspondence from Ethel Lawrence to Oliver Drake

012: SUSSEX CO., NJ- J.P. DOCKETS & COURT MINUTES
- Judgment rolls
- Grantor lists
- Mount. Reading Docket
- Docket of Francis Price
- Deeds
- Petitions
- Common Pleas - minutes
- Docket of Nicholas Albertson
- Docket of Nicholas Albertson (#1)
- Docket of Francis Price (#4)
- J.P. Docket #2
- Mount. Reading Docket #17 & #26
- Marriages from Mount. Reading Docket #14
- Docket of William Helm
- Docket of Thos. Hagens (#28)
- Chart on Peter Drake

013: EARMARKS- WOODBRIDGE, NJ
- 1692-1791/92

014: MIDDLESEX CO., NJ CEMETERIES
- Scotch Burial Ground
- Burial Records of Perth Amboy
- New Market Graveyard opp. Nelson Hotel
- Farm of M. F. Randolph
- Reune Fitz Randolph's Farm - Newtown, NJ
- Drake Stelle Burying ground - Lincoln Highway, Raritan Twp.
- Correspondence re Cemetery near Raritan landing
- "Mays Landing"
- VanDike Family Burying ground
- Sampstow Cemetery - St. Plainfield, NJ
- Correspondence re a VanDike Cemetery
- St. James Episcopal Church Yard - Piscataway

015: BASTARDY
Copies of original files (originals donated to Alexander Library)
- Sarah Preston - William Crozer 1762 Piscataway
- Ruth Thickston - Ebenezer Ford 1762 Woodbridge
- Margaret Mulford - Mathew Morrison 1756 Woodbridge
- 1761 Woodbridge - difficult to read
- 1761 Woodbridge - difficult to read
- Hannah Scott - John Clark 1761 Woodbridge
- Mary Colwill - William Shell 1761
- Hannah Tappen - Jack Bloodgood 1761 Middlesex Co.
- Sarah Colyer - Ebenezer Ford 1762 Middlesex Co.
- Mary Bishop - John Beebout 1742 Middlesex Co.
015: CON'T
-Sarah Whitehead-Jonathan Moor --- 1766 Middlesex Co.
-1762 - difficult to read
-Margaret Gravat - John Hutchinson 1762
-Ann Brown- Henry "Bamford" 1763
-Mrs. Frances Pack- John P. Miller 1770
-Sarah "Pain" - Henry Ludlam 1772
-Huldah Fitz Randolph- Capt. Robert Ross 1779
-Miss Christian Ross- Phineas Kent 1779
-Dinah Combs - E. Arnold 1791
-Elizabeth Martin - David "Soper" 1798
-Catharine Bissott- Phineas James 1820
-Sheriff dockets- list of names

016: FREEMAN, WILLIS
Correspondence - FREEMAN FAMILY
-correspondence from Pearl Freeman to Oliver Drake
-Chart of Freeman Line
-some surnames:
  Stone, Bishop, Kamille, Collins, Goslin, Budd,
  Brooks, Bloomfield, Ralph, Culbertson, Spalding,
  Freeman, Rodgers, Stockton, Hough (Huff), Jacques,
  FitzRandolph, Blossom
-Sussex Deed re Brown/Freeman - pencil copy
-Sussex surrogate papers
-correspondence from Willis Freeman to Oliver Drake
-line of Willis Freeman
-correspondence from Kate Trent to Oliver Drake
-correspondence from Joseph Gutenkauf to Oliver Drake
-Misc. papers

017: EARMARKS - PISCATAWAY, NJ

018: ALWARD - GILMAN- HARNED
-Misc. papers re Alward, Gilman & Harned surnames
-correspondence from Hiram Deats to Oliver Drake
-correspondence from Marion C. Gilman to Oliver Drake
-correspondence from John Goddington to Oliver Drake
-correspondence from F. Clarkson to Oliver Drake
-correspondence from Mrs. P. Weaver to Oliver Drake
-copy of Gilman Bible
-notes on Gilman line
-notes on: Gilman- Bowman-Runyan-Alward
-correspondence from Edwin A. Baldwin to Oliver Drake
-Re Alward family
-correspondence from Charles Gilman to Oliver Drake

019: PISCATAWAY FAMILIES
-Brief outlines of some families
-Drake, Dunn, Gage, Giles, Newman, Slater, Dunham, Martin, Piatt

020: NJ DATA FROM OTHER STATES - RE DRAKE FAMILY
-PA- IL- NY

021: REVOLUTIONARY WAR PENSIONS
-Papers related to Middlesex Co., NJ re Drake Family
022: NEW YORK CITY
- Misc. papers and articles about New York City
- Article on "History of Clocks"
- Series of Articles "The Streets of New York"
- Correspondence

023: HUNTINGTON LONG ISLAND, NY - GLEANINGS
- Misc. papers

024: FISCATAWAY TOWN REGISTER 1668-1805
- Copy of Records found at Historical Society of PA

025: SUSSEX CO., NJ CEMETERIES
- Hope Moravian
- Yellow Frame
- Sammis Family Cemetery
- Lantz Family Burying ground
- Hardwick M.M. Guaker Yard
- Cemetery on Rt. 31 near Waterloo Rd.

026: LOWRANCE FAMILY
- News article on Peapack
- Correspondence from Helen Wright to Oliver Drake
- Correspondence from Mrs. Homer King to Oliver Drake
- Maps - 3 sections - Peapack-Gladstone area
- History of Elisha Lowrances' property
- History of Silvanus Lowrances' property
- Copies of various Lowrance signatures
- Copy of German Bible record of Johannes Lowrens
- Map of Morris Co., NJ
- Photostat of Petition of Inhabitants of East/West NJ in Somerset Co. 11-17-1775
- Misc. papers

027: SOMERSET CO., NJ CEMETERIES
- Warren twp on farm of F. Dilzell

028: HORINE-PAINE CORRESPONDENCE
Re: Daniel Drake
- Correspondence from Emmet Horine to Oliver Drake
- Copies of correspondence from Oliver Drake to E. Horine
- Correspondence from Eimer T. Hutchinson to Oliver Drake
- Correspondence from A. H. Payne to Oliver Drake
- Sheet on Capt Francis Drake

029: BOOKLET ON EPHRAIM MCDOWELL - 1771-1830
By E. F. Horine

030: DANIEL DRAKE AND THE FIRST OPHTHALMIC INSTITUTE WEST OF THE ALLEGHENY MOUNTAINS
By E. F. Horine
- Pamphlet- Daniel Drake and his Medical Classic
DRAKE COLLECTION
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031: PERTH AMBOY, NJ - CHURCH MISC. - DRAKES
- correspondence from First Baptist Church to Oliver Drake
- baptism notice for Rebeckah Ann Drake
- St. Peter's Episcopal Church
  Parish news
  misc. items
- abstract of Parker Papers found at Rutgers Library
- correspondence from Sophia Brown

032: DRAKE - MOUNT CORRESPONDENCE
- correspondence between Oliver Drake and Adrian Ely Mount
- queries

033: MOORE FAMILY
- correspondence from Harriet A. Allen to Oliver Drake
- chart of descendants of Samuel Moores and Experience FitzRandolph
- correspondence from Tam Conover to Oliver Drake
- Earmarks for Moores - Woodbridge NJ
- correspondence from Martha Harvey to Oliver Drake
- Martha Harvey's line
- correspondence from Louise H. Christian to Oliver Drake
- correspondence from Lelia Furman
- abstracts of items relating to Moores - church, cemeteries etc.
- surnames noted: Moore, Carman, Jones, Dally, Pyatt, Culter, Pike, FitzRandolph
- misc. papers

034: MANNING-ESCHERER-COMPTON
- copy of Rev. War service record of Nathaniel Manning
- Mannings in Yellow Frame Cemetery
- NY Compton wills - notes on
- Molleson of Piscataway & Sampton
  a. lines of John, Henry and Benjamin
  b. surnames noted: Howell, Blackford, Drake, Terrel
- correspondence from Elizabeth Teed to Oliver Drake
  Res: Manning & Teed surnames
- Compton children of James I & Margaret (Fountain) Compton
- correspondence from Alice Drake to Oliver Drake
- Clippings re: Drake House Meeting
  DAR Delegates
- correspondence from "Dirck" to Oliver Drake & noted from Oliver to Dirck re: John Jobs
- correspondence from Violet Odell Lewis to Oliver Drake
- copy of DAR papers of Mrs. Anne Sheffer - ancestor - Abraham Manning
- correspondence from Mrs. Morgan Joslin to Oliver Drake
- notes on: Family of Abel R. Manning
  " Jeremiah Manning
  " James Compton (3 of this name)
  " Halsted Compton
  " Moore Compton
- copy of will of Moore Compton
- Comptons buried in 6th St. Cemetery in Plainfield
- burials in Hillside Cemetery in Plainfield
  Compton, Manning, Randolphps
- correspondence from C. V. Compton to Oliver Drake
034: CON'T
- Chart on James Compton
- notes from Somerset Surrogate Court
- copy of SAR #38234- James Compton
- correspondence from Abbie W. Case to Oliver Drake
- Notes on Marriages, births, deaths
  John Jobs & wife Jemima W. Compton
- correspondence from Emily P. Thomas to Oliver Drake
- copy of correspondence from Oliver Drake to Mr. Manning
- misc. notes on Mannings
- abstracts of Morris Co. deeds etc.
- correspondence from Jennie Bescherer to Oliver Drake
- Notes on Swisher Family
  (m a Bescherer)
- misc. notes on Bescherer
- notes on Family of Gabriel Ogden
  " Adam Appar
  " Jacob Bescherer
  " John Hall
  " Abraham Bescherer
  " Jacob Bescherer
  " John Bescherer
  " Abraham Bescherer
  " John Hill Bescherer
- copy of Union Brick Cemetery, Blairstown, NJ
- correspondence from Helen Alleman to Oliver Drake
- copy of Raritan Reformed Church Records re Bescherers
- misc. notes- Bescherer
- data in Trenton
- Speculation re Bescherers
- notes on Family of Abraham Swisher; Jacob Swisher & Jacob Swisher
- correspondence from Georgenia C. Manning to Oliver Drake
- SAR #28990- Andrew Manning
- Sussex deed abstracts re Manning & Bescherer
- copy of map re Benjamin Manning of Sussex Co.
- copy of map re John Bescherer of Sussex Co.
- Trenton data re Drakes
- Sussex Co. marriages re Mannings
- FitzRandolph misc.
- Manning misc.
- Bowman misc.
- Runyon misc.
- Paper of Judge Jeremiah Manning
- records of death in Manning Bible
- misc. papers

035: MONMOUTH CO., NJ
- general information
  John Craig
  Peter Watson
  Sir Walter Ker
  Monmouth Co. clerks office
  Scotch burial ground
  Affadavits
  Monmouth Court minutes
  Monmouth court papers- abstracts
036: DRAKE MISCELLANEOUS
- Family of Elisha Barton & Jemima VanKirk
- correspondence from H. E. Deats to Oliver Drake
- copies of Inquisition on Death of Jane Drake w/o Jacob Drake
- Misc. on Francis Drake
- will of Benjamin Drake - 1763
- Bio. on Cap't Francis Drake
- Bio. on Benjamin Drake
- Drake family from DAR library
- Cemeteries in Montgomery
- NYC 1855 census
- correspondence re William Dunlap
- abstract of Parker Papers
- Abstract of Sophia Brown letters
- misc.

037: DRAKE MARRIAGE LISTS AND LOYALIST DATA

038: WOODBRIDGE - GENERAL INFORMATION
- Woodbridge Pres. Church
- clippings from Rahway Register & Times
- Abstract of some Town Books
- Abstract of some earmarks
- Abstract of some freeholders
- some surnames: Jones; Crowell; FitzRandolph; Smith; Freeman; Harned; Mores; Bishop; Jackson; Alward; Lawrence
- misc papers

039: PETERS, EVELYN-CORRESPONDENCE
- correspondence from Evelyn Peters to Oliver Drake
- copies of correspondence from Oliver Drake to E. Peters
- correspondence from John w. Lawrence to Oliver Drake
- Photo of Cap't Richard Drake place
- correspondence from Mrs. C. MacCraney to E. Peters
- correspondence from Midge Peters to Oliver Drake

040: BURDSALL (BIRDSALL) AND WESTERVELT SURNAMES
- correspondence from Florence Nickerson to Oliver Drake
- correspondence from other individuals re Burdsall & Westervelt
- surnames noted: McCullough, Laing, Webster, Southwick, Cox, Garrison, Haisted, Zabriskie

041: SMITH, SAMUEL STEEL-CORRESPONDENCE
- correspondence from Samuel S. Smith to Oliver Drake
- copies of correspondence to Samuel S. Smith
- surnames noted: Servis, VanDoren, Bowles, Clarkson, Stelle-Smith, FitzRandolph, Drake, Manning, Hull
- Drake Ancestry of Mr. L. D. Walker
- Chart of FitzRandolph-Stelle-Smith Inter-relationships
- 2 large charts re ancestry of Samuel Stelle Smith and wife Agnes NewHouse Smith

042: DRAKE FAMILY OUTLINE
- numerous sheets on the various Drakes
DRAKE COLLECTION
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043: DRAKE LINE OF MRS. E. H. STABLER OF MARYLAND
- correspondence from Esther Stabler to Oliver Drake
- abstracts of various deeds & wills
- surnames noted: Mountain, Friend, Melick, Patterson, Skinner, Lanning, Abrams, Drake
- misc. papers

044: DRAKE DATA
- Hughes & Drake Line
- Woods & Wood Line
- Drake & Manning Line
- correspondence to and from various Drakes
- Snook surname noted

045: BLACKFORD FAMILY

046: CAMPBELL SURNAME
- notes on

047: DRAKE AND RELATED LINES
- deed abstracts (some have copies of property surveys)
- mortgage abstracts
- Bible abstracts
- notes/misc

048: SUTTON-DRAKE
- correspondence from David Lockmiller to Oliver Drake
- Family record sheets of Drakes
- Fact/Speculation sheets re Drake-Sutton
- correspondence from Edith Hyde to Oliver Drake
- correspondence from C. W. Drake
- Division of Land map - Sussex Co., NJ
- Sussex Co. deed abstracts
- Sutton Bible Records
- SAR abstract re Sutton
- Negatives of Sutton homestead in Flemington, NJ
- correspondence from Francis A. Gibbs to Oliver Drake
(see also 049 Hyde csrp)

049: HYDE CORRESPONDENCE
RE: DRAKE
- correspondence from Edith Hyde to Oliver Drake
- correspondence to Edith Hyde from others
- copies of correspondence from Oliver Drake to Edith Hyde
- correspondence from D. W. Rose to Oliver Drake
- charts
- abstracts of deeds & wills
- copy of papers relating to Drake genealogy
  originally owned by Closson Drake
- correspondence from Mrs. John W. Taylor to Oliver Drake
- copy of Drake genealogy

050: WARREN, SUSSEX, MORRIS COUNTIES, NJ
- abstracts of cemeteries
- abstracts of deeds & wills
- Drake charts
DRAKE COLLECTION
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060: DRAKE - NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
- articles/queries
- anniversaries
- marriages
- obits

061: DRAKES - PENNA.
- Misc. notes of R. Rankin

062: THE DRAKE FAMILY
BY ORRA E. MONNETTE
- article - several copies
- news clippings

063: DRAKES - STATEN ISLAND, NY

064: DRAKE - PIONEER LIFE IN KENTUCKY
- handwritten abstracts from various sources

065: DRAKE FAMILY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE & NEW JERSEY
- article by C. I. Kephart from DAR mag.

066: DRAKES - NEW JERSEY
- unidentified house photo
- crsp to Russ Rankin from "Pop"
- numerous notes on various New Jersey Drakes
- article on Drake Family of New Jersey

067: DRAKES - MORRIS CO., NJ
- Chart re Morris Co. Drakes
- notes
- tombstone records - Succasunna
- Rockaway record abstracts
- Morris Co. History - abstract
- some surnames: Hart, Luce, Perry, Young, Carnes, De Kay, Jones, Hayes, Axtell, Case, Condit, Wills, Terry, Woolf, Thompson

068: DRAKE, NATHAN, JR.
- notes on wife Elizabeth
- copy of crsp from Russ Rankin to Charles S. Fillips
- crsp from H. E. Deats to Russ Rankin
- crsp from Dirk De Young to Russ Rankin
- copy of crsp from Russ Rankin to Dirk De Young
- charts
- crsp to & from W. H. Mitchell
- crsp from H. T. Drake
- crsp to & from Fannie Slaughter Bell
- crsp from W. F. Sadler, Jr.
- crsp to & from Josephine Drake Haviland

069: DRAKE, NATHAN, JR.
- crsp from Dirk De Young
- Fayette Co. notes
-misc. notes
-road maps
-some of the individuals traced:
  John (4); Charles (5); Joseph (1); Wm. (2)
  James (1); DeCamp; Benjamin; Thomas A.
-see also file on Alward-Bilman-Harned

052: WICKOFF-WYCKOFF FAMILY - GENEALOGY
-very poor copy
-see also Skinner Family

053: SKINNER FAMILY - GENEALOGY
-very poor copy
-see also Wickoff-Wyckoff Family

054: LOWRENSES/LAWRENCE/LOWRANCE FAMILY - GENEALOGY
-3 folders - A;B;C

055: LOWRANCE LETTERS
-corr. copi
-see also Wickoff-Wyckoff Family

056: MANNING FAMILY - GENEALOGY
-3 folders - A;B;C
-folders A & B Manning Genealogy
-folder C Manning Misc. Papers

057: RANKIN, RUSSELL - NOTES
-2 folders - A & B
-folder A notes on Drake & Manning families
-folder B Russell Rankin's source notebook

058: DRAKE GENEALOGY - PART I
-2 folders A & B
-begins with Cap't Francis Drake
-some families it includes:
  Cap't George Drake
  Elizabeth (Drake) Dunny
  Cap't Andrew Drake
  Jonathan Drake
  Tristram Manning
  Benjamin Manning

059: DRAKE GENEALOGY - PART II
-2 folders A & B
-begins with Joseph Drake (Capt' Francis; John, Francis)
070: DRAKES - ORANGE CO., NY
- notes
- will of John Drake 1779

071: DRAKES - WANTAGE, SUSSEX CO., NJ
- OF WESTCHESTER CO., NY LINE
- one chart

072: DRAKES - NEW YORK
- misc. papers

073: DRAKE, L. L.- NOTES OF
- Drakes - Barbadoes
- Drakes - VA, KY, TN
- Sheets on Drakes with following first names:
  Aaron, Albert, Alexander, Alfred, Alvin, Amos, Amzi, Andrew
- Hopewell Drake Line
- Schooley's Mt. Drake Line
- Netcong Drake Line
- Somers set Co.
- Drake Marriages
- misc.

074: DRAKE, CAP'T FRANCIS
- 3 page biography

075: DRAKE, BENJAMIN [gen. 4]
- 1 page biography

076: DRAKE, BENJAMIN [gen 13]
- 1 page biography

077: DRAKES - MICHIGAN
- notes

078: DRAKES - UNION CO., NJ
- notes

079: DRAKES - SOMERSET CO., NJ
- notes

080: DRAKES - SUSSEX CO., NJ
- notes

081: DRAKES - MERCER CO., NJ
- notes

082: DRAKES - MIDDLESEX CO., NJ
- notes
083: DRAKE - MISC.
- notes
- family sheets on:
  Clifford Drake
  James Madison Drake
  Lewis Drake
  Abraham Drake
- charts

084: DRAKES - CHARTS
- Rev. John Drake
- Benjamin Drake, s/o Rev. John
- Cap't Francis Drake
- John Drake
- Daniel Drake
- Cap't Daniel Drake

085: DRAKE, JACOB & HELEN OF WHIPPANY
- notes

086: DRAKE, JOHN [gen 18]
- 1 page biography - several copies

087: DRAKE, BENJAMIN
- s/o Isaac Drake
- wife Isabella Simonson

088: DRAKE, BENJAMIN
- wife Maria Ogden

089: DRAKES - HOPEWELL, NJ
- notes
- Daniel Drake biography

090: DRAKE, THOMAS
- biography
- notes

091: RANKIN, RUSSELL & DRAKE, LOUIS L.- CORRESPONDENCE & MISC. NOTES
- crsp to Russell Rankin & Louis L. Drake from:
  D. H. Drake
  Louis Drake
  Russell Rankin
  A. Gay
  Margaret Speidel
  Mrs. William Silence
  Robert Taylor
  Lillian Gunther
  B. Gunther
  Cornelius B. Drake
  Zuma Drake
  John Harrison
- includes sheets sent to various Drakes from Louis L. Drake
092: RANKIN, RUSSELL - NOTES
- Drake Genealogy
- notes

093: WESTERVELT CORRESPONDENCE
- re Drakes
- to Russell Rankin & Louis Drake
- from George C. Westervelt

094: WEBBER CORRESPONDENCE
- R. I. Webber to Russell Rankin & Louis Drake
- from Russell Rankin to R. I. Webber

095: WILLIAMS CORRESPONDENCE
- from George W. Williams to Louis Drake
- from Mrs. Belle Williams

096: DRAKE, JAMES [b. 1748]
- Descendants of
- crsp & notes

097: DRAKE, BENJAMIN
- descendants of
[Notebook labeled as such, so labeled folder as such]

098: RANKIN CORRESPONDENCE BH-BL
- copy of letters to Elmer T. Hutchinson from R. Rankin
  [notation BH-13 on letters]
- crsp from Elmer T. Hutchinson
- notes with notation BH-13
- copy of letters to Mrs. James H. Hance from R. Rankin
  [notation BH-14 on letters]
- crsp from Mrs. Hance
- Group sheets on:
  Samuel Stewart & wife Sarah Drake
  Samuel McPherson & wife Rebecca
- Recollections of Drake Family by Sarah (Drake) Stewart
- crsp to & from Laura Conover
- crsp from Mary Jamison [BJ-1] to R. Rankin
- crsp from Mary Jamison to Louis Drake
- crsp to Chester N. Jones [BJ-2]
- crsp from Harlan Jenks [BJ-3]
- crsp from C. I. Kephart [BK-1]
- crsp from Dora Kurtz [BK-2]
- crsp from O. B. Leonard [BL-1]
- crsp to N. Louise Lodge [BL-2]
- crsp from W. D. Loomis [BL-3]
- crsp from Anna Drake [BL-3]
- crsp to & from George W. Labaw [BL-4]
- crsp to & from Cap't Jay D. B. Lattin [BL-5]

099: RANKIN CORRESPONDENCE BC-1 to BC-30
PART A - BC-1 to BC-23     PART B BC-24 to BC-30
- misc. paper
- crsp to/from Addie Crawford BC-1
- crsp to/from Mrs. Charles A. Christian BC-2
103: LEONARD, OLIVER - CORRESPONDENCE
- H.L. Drake
- W.D. Leonard
- Mr. Campbell, Jr.
- Eleanor Dunn
- Clarence Tchbin
- Margaret Cooper
- S.A. Drake

104: DRAKE CHARTS
- Elizathan Drake
- Benjamin Drake & Jane Horton - Sussex Co., NJ
- Ebenezer Drake & Ephraim Drake - Warren/Sussex Cos., NJ
- George Drake & Nancy Runyon
- John Drake & Phebe Hunt of Newton
- Zachariah Drake & Elizabeth

105: COOK, LEWIS - ARTICLES
- Early Swedes and Finns of NJ in Public Office
- Two Assessment Lists of Settlers on the Delaware River Shores 1677

106: RANKIN - MISC.
- Various notes on various Drakes
099: CON'T.
- crsp to Mrs. Edward Drake from Lissie Chinn BC-3
- crsp to Louis Drake from T.F. Chambers BC-4
- crsp to L. Drake from J.P. "Crayon" BC-5
- crsp to L. Drake from H. Clifford Campion, Jr. BC-6
- crsp to L. Drake from Mrs. Anna D. Coykindale BC-7
- crsp to L. Drake from Anna M. Campion BC-8
- crsp to L. Drake from Mrs. H. J. Cooper BC-9
- crsp to R. Rankin from Anna M. Case BC-10
- crsp to R. Rankin from John C. Cock BC-11
- crsp to/from Anna J. Cleveland BC-13
- crsp to R. Rankin from Peter Crane BC-15
- crsp to Mrs. Chauney Cole from Helen Drake Coles BC-16
- crsp to/from Mrs. John S. Clark BC-17
- crsp to L. Drake from M. L. Canfield BC-18
- crsp to R. Rankin from Sec. of Princeton University BC-19
- crsp to/from Fred. A. Canfield BC-20 - Drake Marriages
- crsp to/from Warren F. Loon BC-21
- crsp to Howard FitzRandolph from Mrs. H. I. Clark BC-23
- crsp from C. H. Cory, Jr. BC-24
- crsp from Ira B. Cross BC-25 - Hauley Family Notes
- crsp from John J. Conroy, Jr. BC-26
- crsp from W. J. Coulter BC-27
- crsp from Paul K. Clark BC-28
- crsp from Florence R. Cowins BC-29
- crsp to L. Drake from F. C. Cochran BC-30 - Platt Family

100: RANKIN CORRESPONSE BY
-Louis Drake from Aunt Margaret BY-4
-from Laura B. Yelma BY-1
-Louis Drake from T. Maxwell
-Louis Drake from Theodore M. Banta
-Louis Drake from (could not decipher)

101: DRAKE, CORNELIUS
-2 Cornelius Drakes of Revolution - article

102: RANKIN NOTES/CORRESPONDENCE
-misc. notes and charts
- crsp from Lucile D. McRandal
- crsp from Weslee P. Wootten
- crsp from Mrs. Hance
- crsp from Mrs. Hyde
- crsp from Milton Rubincam
- crsp from Mr. Kephart
- crsp from H. E. Leachard
- crsp from W. D. Gibbs
-copy of "Drake Family" article
107: DRAKE-HYDE-RANKIN SHOYLER CORRESPONDENCE

108: HYDE, EDITH (DRAKE)
- notes
- charts
- clippings
- census returns for various places
- addresses
- misc.

109: PALMER-KENISTON FAMILY
- notes of Mrs. Hyde
- surnames: Vittum, Rice, Sherman, York
- crisp to Mrs. Hyde from:
  Mrs. Alice Smith
  Eva (?)
  Gordon F. Palmer

110: HYDE-DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE
- crisp from Edith Hyde to Oliver Drake

111: DRAKE - CANTON, IL
- crisp from A. Thomas to Mrs. Hyde
- Drake Records from Bessie Lavender
- Drakes buried in Canton, IL since 1898
- notes on info. from Mrs. Schuler
- Info. from Canton, IL
- Photostats of Drake Info. from newspapers
- clippings on Dorothy Drake
- Steve Drakes obituary & Bible Record

112: ROSE, LUCY CORRESPONDENCE
- crisp from Lucy Rose to Mrs. Hyde

113: ROSE, LUCY - NOTEBOOKS

114: HYDE CORRESPONDENCE
- from Doris "Beli"z
- New Hampshire Map of 1930
- from B. V. Horn
- post cards
- misc. notes

115: HYDE, EDITH (DRAKE) - LINEAGE

116: DRAKE FAMILY OF NEW JERSEY
- one branch of the family thru Ebenezer Drake (b. 1704) who m. Anne Dunn
- compiled by Edith Hyde
117: DRAKE NOTES OF EDITH HYDE
- 2 folders A & B
- charts
- notes
- crsp to Mrs. Hyde from: P. Smith
  Mrs. Hyman
  W. P. Drake
  R. R. Drake
  W. L. Drake

118: NEUMAN NOTES of Mrs. Hyde's

119: HANCE NOTES of Mrs. Hyde's

120: WILLSON-HANCE-LUNDY NOTES
- crsp from Percy E. Clapp
- crsp from Oliver Drake

121: VAN SYCKLE NOTES of Mrs. Hyde's
122: DRAKE, JAMES

crisp and notes pertaining to
misc.
-crisp from Winfred (Drake) Ridall to Russ Rankin
-Family of Andrew White and Susan Drake
-Desc. of Fanny Elizabeth Drake and John Dennis
-Drake data from Michigan Historical Collection
-copy of clipping from Elmira paper
-Theodore Mortimer Drake and Marie Luce
-Desc. of Reuben James Drake, son of James & Rachel Drake
-of Reading Center NY
-Drake data from William Drake of Elmira NY
-Family of Adeline (Drake) (Corwin) and John Look
-Information on:

5th generation: James Drake & Rachel "Holton"

6th generation:

John Drake & C. Seamans
Nathan Drake
Benjamin Drake & I. K. Durham 2. Mrs. Culver
Catherine Drake & Stephen Reeder
Reuben Drake & Lucretia Durham
Rebecca Drake

7th generation:

James A. Drake & Charlotte Leach
George W. Drake & Susan Hattis
Mary Ann Drake & James O'Daniel
Harriet Drake & Joshua Hatfield
Andrew J. Drake & Olive J. Jones
Samantha Drake & Deacon B. L. Shay
Elemina C. Drake & Benjamin Burgess
Charles S. Drake & Emily Matthews
Martin V. B. Drake & Charlotte Anderson
Eleanor S. Drake & Stephen Warren
Charlotte Drake & O. Ellison
Fanny E. Drake & I. Dennis 2. Skuse
James H. Drake & I. A. Corwin 2. Mary A. Lane
Edwin Drake
Lucinda Drake & T. Owen
Philemon Drake & I. Jane Price 2. I. B. Hawkins
Lola C. Drake & I. Hawley 2. Ross
Andrew J. Drake & M. Buchanan
Susan Drake & A. White
Theodore Drake & M. Luce
Eliza Drake & James Love
Adeline Drake & I. Corwin 2. J. Look
Norman Drake
James M. Drake & A. Adams
Adeline Reeder & J. Gano
Susan Reeder & G. Van Allen
Sylvester Reeder & A. Pruudder
Amy Reeder & J. Beers

8th generation: did not copy names
-copy of page from Diary of Mrs. Mary (Lane) Drake
-copy of letter written by Laurin B. Drake to Brother George E. Drake
-photo of George Drake (1909)
-Family record of Michigan Drake
122: CONT

- Surnames other than Drake Noted in these records:
  Chapman, Clark, Simmons, Miller, Owens, Deffenbach, Shay, Ranson,
  Smith, Burgess, Backer, Coykendall, Ellison, Raymond, VandYke,
  Kendall, Meade, Hedden, Beach, Ector, Berry, Fletcher, Tunis,
  Skuse, Reese, Coons, Lee, Lane, Blades, Seeley, Wood, Anthony,
  Burnham, Rugar, Boone, Ross, Boll, Powell, Callihan, Kichbaugh,
  Havens, O'Callahan, Root, White, Chamberlain, Conklin, Chappell,
  Curtis, Cooley, Gano, Reed, Masters, Young, Sturdevant/Guernsey,
  Cleveland, Love, Look, Rickert, Coon, Van Allen, Townsend, Delano,
  Wells, Copeland, Stoddard, Wilkins, Willour, Larrison
- Data on Reuben Drake son of James Drake
- Sheet on Frank Drake
- crisp from W. D. Ridall to R. Rankin
- Dunham Data
  Gillett, Griffin, Rice
- Lavern Ruddock Line
  Martin, Roberts, Elston, Pyatt, Dunham
- Data from Leon A. Drake
- A cemetery on Rock Stream - Gustin surname
- misc.
- info. from Surrogates office, Utica NY on Drakes
- Drake/Reder-Gano-Van Allen Data
- Reder-Drake-Gustin-seaman-Hatfield grave stones in NY

123: MONNETTE, ORRA E. - CORRESPONDENCE
- 2 folders A & B
  - crisp from Mr. Monnette to Russ Rankin
  - crisp from Mr. Monnette to Louis Drake
  - crisp to/from Monnette from S. C. Worthen
  - crisp to Mr. Monnette from Russ Rankin
  correspondence covers years 1915-1935

124: DRAKE, JOHN S.
- 2 folders A & B
  - crisp re Drake Family
  - crisp to Russ Rankin from John S. Drake
  - chart
  - copy of Power of Attorney given by Susanna Drake 1827
  correspondence covers years 1921-1936

125: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE
- AU-4
  - crisp from Wilbur A. Drake to Russ Rankin
  - chart

126: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE AA -AH 2 folders A + B
  correspondence to Russell Rankin from the following or about the
  following and correspondence from Russell Rankin
  - AA 1:1 Andrew J. Drake group sheet
  - AA 1:2 A. J. Drake - crisp from
  - AA 1:3 Info re Benjamin Drake
  - AA 1:4 N. J. Drake
  - AA 1:5
  - AA 1:6 Amasa Drake
  - AA 1:7 Benjamin Drake & Abigail Knapp
126: CONT'

- AA 1:8 Joseph Drake
- AA 1:9 Jonathan Drake
- AA 1:10 William Drake
- AA 1:11 William Drake
- AA 1:12 Andrew J. Drake group sheet
- AA 1:13 A. J. Drake
- AA 2:1 A. J. Drake
- AA 3 Annie I. Drake
- AA 5 Augusta Drake
- AA 5:2 Augusta Drake
- AA 5:3 Family of Gen. James M. Drake
- AA 5:4 crsp to Miss Drake
- AA 5:5 crsp to Augusta Drake
- AA 5:6 crsp to Augusta Drake
- AA 5:7 Augusta Drake
- AA 5:8 Augusta Drake
- AA 5:9 Chart
- AA 5:10 Edward Drake Chart
- AA 5:11 Augusta Drake
- AA 5:12 through AA 5:18 Augusta Drake
- AA 5:19 Record from Bible of Andrew Drake
- AA 6 Austin Drake
- AA 7 A. B. Drake
- AA 8 Addison Drake
- AA 9 crsp from "Mom" to Louis Drake
- AB 1 B.L. Drake
- AC 1 C. H. Drake
- AE 1 Edward J. Drake
- AE 2 Mrs. Elias T. Drake
- AE 3 Emma Drake
- AE 5 E. Drake
- AF 1 Francis Drake
- AF 2 Fred R. Drake
- AF 3 Mrs. Frederick A. Drake
- AG 1 George F. Drake
- AG 2 G. Drake
- AG 3 G. T. Drake
- AH 1 H. S. Drake
- AH 2 Harlow B. Drake
- AH 3 H. R. Drake
- AH 4 H. W. Drake
- AH 5 H. T. Drake
- AH 6 Homer C. Drake
- AH 7 H. Drake

127: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE AI -AZ
correspondence to/from Russel Rankin and the following

- AI 1 Idelette Drake
- AJ 1 Jonathan C. Drake
- AJ 2 Mrs. Josephine Drake
- AJ 3 James F. Drake and Mary Drake
- AJ 4 Julia A. Drake
- AJ 5 Judson C. Drake
- AL 2 Louis Drake - crsp to/from
- AL 3 Leslie Mary Drake
Drake Collection

Temp. No.

127: CONT
-AM 1 Myra E. Drake
-AM 2 Manning Drake
-AM 3 Mahlon S. Drake
-AN 1 N. Douglas Drake to Louis Drake
-AD 1 C. E. Drake
-AC 1 Oliver Drake - to/from
-AR 1 Roy Drake - clipping
-AR 2 Robert P. Drake
-AR 3 R. V. Drake
-AR 4 R. R. Drake
-AR 5:15 R. P. Drake
-AR 5:12 & 5:13 R. Drake
-AR 5:11 R. P. Drake
-AR 5:10 & 5:9 & 5:8 & 5:7 R. R. Drake
-AR 5:6 R. P. Drake
-AR 5:4 R. P. Drake
-AR 5:3 Florence Drake
-AR 5:2 Mrs. Frank Nelson
-AR 5:1 Mrs. Frank Nelson
-AS 1 S. H. Drake
-AS 2 Mrs. S. A. Drake
-AV 1 Victor M. Drake
-AW 1 W. H. Drake
-AW 2 W. H. Drake
-AW 3 W. E. Drake
-AW 5 W. P. Drake
-AW 6 William T. Drake

128: Drake, Louis L.

-Notes on various Drakes.
-crop to Russell Rankin
-crop from Louis Drake to Russell Rankin
-crop to Mrs. McCrum from Louis Drake

-Article - "Drakes in Virginia 1735-1777/8"

-sheets on:
  a. VanGelder-Monteroth-Roome-Berry-Jones-Whitehead-VanHouten-Drake
  b. Marsh
  c. Martin

129: Drake - Generations 9 and 10

130: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BA1-BB15
-2 folders A & B
 correspondence from Russell Rankin and Louis Drake and to them from
 the following:
-BA 1 Mrs. Lillian D. Avery
  -Record from Smithfield Dutch Reformed Church, Monroe Co. PA
-BA 2 State of NJ regarding Drake wills
-BA 3 Mildred C. Ackerman
  -"The Drake Tree"
-BA 4 William E. Armstrong
-BA 5 Mrs. John C. Ames
-BA 6 C. A. Andrews
-BA 7 Lesley Alderman
-BB 1 Anna Bronigan
-BB 2 H. E. Buck
  -Larison Family
  -article on Benjamin Drake Conkling
-BB 3 Sarah M. Britton
-BB 4 Mrs. Oliver P. Burdg
  -sheets on Enos Easton
-BB 5 Katharine H. Billings
-BB 6 Clayton E. Blackwell
-BB 7 Eloise Drake Bannerman
-BB 9 Anne C. S. Breck
-BB 10 Randolph Beadleston
-BB 11 Mathe Borman
-BB 12 James A. Bathgate
-BB 13 Margaret Bloom
-BB 14 J. Gerald Benkard
-BB 15 George B. Blackwell

131: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BD - BF
-2 folders A & B
 correspondence to Russell Rankin and Louis Drake and from them to
 the following:
-BD 2 Edwin Dikeman
-BD 3 Elleanor Dunn
-BD 4 Calvin C. Davis
-BD 5 George L. Dunn
-BD 6 E. H. Duckham
-BD 7 George F. Doyle
-BD 8 Marion M. Davis
-BD 9 Mahlon A. Dickerson
-BD 10 George Doster
-BD 11 Bruce Doster
-BD 12 L. Effingham de Forest
-BD 14 Lawrence La T. Driggs
-BD 15 through BD 15-15 Margaret H. Davison
-BD 16 Mrs. Lyman C. Davidson
-BD 17 Mrs. J. N. Deyo
-BD 18 Mrs. George W. Day
-BE 1 Mrs. Exall
-BE 2 Leonard Everingham
-BE 3 Lydia M. Earl
-BE 4 Albert A. Favrot
-BE 5 Belle M. Farnsworth
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132: DRAKE MISC.
- Drake family record of Andrew Drake & Rebecca Dunham
- Drake births, marriages and deaths
- Correspondence from C. L. Drake to Mrs. Walling & Miss Drake
- Correspondence from Mrs. Brown to Mrs. Dunn
- Info on Benjamin and Isabella Drake
- Correspondence from Mrs. Clara Fuller
- Genealogy of Mr. Charles Drake
- Info on Moffat Surname
- Info on Samuel Drake
- Info on Hulsizer surname
- Info on Benjamin Drake
- Misc.

133: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BG
- BG 1 Charles C. Gardner
- BG 2 Mary Gianque
- BG 3 F. Worth Gardner
- BG 4 Alice M. Gray
- BG 5 Heber G. Gearhart

134: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BH1-BH11
- BH 1 A. V. D. Honeyman
- BH 2 Mrs. F. George Halen
- BH 4 Mary D. Halsey
- BH 5 J. D. Haviland
- BH 6 Mrs. Edward D. Humphries
- BH 7 Mrs. F. B. Harrington
- BH 8 H. D. Halsey
- BH 9 Edgar A. Hall
- BH 10 Lois M. Hinsley
- BH 11 Julia R. Honeyman

135: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BH12
MRS. WALTER HYDE

136: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BM - BP
- 2 folders A & B
- BM 2 Mrs. F. J. Manning & Mr. C. C. Manning
- BM 3 Otis M. Mather
- BM 4 Robert McMahon
- BM 5 Mrs. Karl Mathews
- BM 6 Eugene McPike
- BM 7 Jennie G. VanHorne Meeds
- BM 8 George J. Miller
- BM 9 A. S. Miller
- BM 10 Reignette Marsh
- BM 11 Nellie I. Morrell
- BM 12 Mrs. John E. Meeker
- BM 13 Mr. Mather
- BM 14 Walter McMeekon
- BN 1 Samuel D. Northrup
- BN 2 Alice Neilson
- BO 1 Mrs. Harvey Osborn
- BP 1 Mrs. Richard Parsons
- BP 2 H. Minot Pitman
DRAKE COLLECTION

TEMP. NO.

136: CON'T
-BP 3 Drake-Smith notes
-BP 4 Drake Chart from Evelyn Peters
-BP 5 Isaac M. Philhower

137: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BR
-3 folders A & B
-BR 1 James P. Read
-BR 2 John R. Runyon
-BR 3 Lewis M. Runyon
-BR 4 Edward S. F. Randolph
-BR 5 Rev. S. W. Righter
-BR 6 Mrs. Winifred (Drake) Ridall
-BR 7 Lucy Rose

138: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BS
-BS 1 F. B. Simpson
-BS 2 Rev. Elias B. Stockton
-BS 3 Roger Sherman
-BS 4 Warren B. Stot/Stout
-BS 5 Harvey Stout
-BS 6 Carrie Shute
-BS 7 John E. Stillwell
-BS 8 Mrs. E. Straley
-BS 9 Mrs. G. T. Smitheman
-BS 10 Bertha Scully
-BS 11 Charles H. Strong
-BS 12 Mrs. H. M. Stricklen
-BS 13 Mrs. J. D. L. Schoonover

139: DRAKE CORRESPONDENCE BT-BW
-2 folders A & B
-BT 1 Mrs. A. Turnbull
-BT 2 A. V. Tyler
-BT 3 Harriet A. Tomson
-BT 4 C. W. Tibbitt
-BT 5 M. E. Tidmarsh
-BT 7 Clarence Tobin - notes
-BT 8 John R. Totten
-BT 9 Malencent Telfer
-BV 2 Margaret Vail
-BV 3 Eve Vail
-BV no number C. C. Vermeule
-BV 4 Inez G. Von Harten
-BV no number Oscar Voorhees
-BV no number R. W. Vosburgh
-BV no number Victor Drake
-BW no number Malina J. Willie